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MD’s Message

Dear Okinawa Autotech Family,

As we approach the end of 2023, I am filled with 
immense pride and gratitude as I reflect on the 
remarkable journey we’ve embarked upon this year. 
It is my pleasure to share with you the milestones 
and achievements that have defined Okinawa 
Autotech over the past twelve months.
 
January 2023 marked a significant milestone as we 
celebrated six commendable years in the electric 
mobility sector. This journey, laden with numerous 
milestones and challenges, was made smoother with 
the unwavering support and trust of our dedicated 
employees, valued customers, suppliers, dealers, 
and stakeholders.

In February, we achieved a landmark success by 
registering our highest sales from April 2022 to 
February 2023, witnessing a phenomenal 58% 
growth compared to the same period in the previous 
year. This growth proved to be a testament to our 
collective efforts and the quality of our products.

Charging
Ahead: 
Okinawa’s 
Journey 
through 
2023
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March was a momentous month as 
we became the first EV manufacturer 
to reach the target of selling 250,000 
scooters. This milestone was celebrated 
with our employees at the plant, 
rolling out the best-selling Praise Pro 
as the 250,000th model. I, along with 
our Chairperson, Dr. Rupali Sharma, 
congratulated the team and shared our 
vision of reaching one million sales by 
2025.

In April, we expanded our horizons by offering a diverse range of bright and lively colors for our PraisePro 
and iPraise+ models, catering to the individuality and preferences of our riders. This initiative was a blend of 
customer feedback and market insights, reflecting our commitment to customer-centric innovation.

 
May brought forth significant upgrades to our 
product range, starting with our best-selling 
Praise platform. These enhancements, including 
chassis improvements, not only elevated the riding 
experience but also showcased our dedication to 
technological advancement.

June was a month of celebration as we 
commemorated the 5th anniversary of the Praise de 
Himalayas expedition. This adventure, which tested 
the limits of our electric scooters in the Himalayas, 

remains a testament to the resilience and excellence 
of our products.

In July, we focused on upgrading our flagship model, 
the Okhi-90, infusing it with cutting-edge features 
and technology. The overwhelming response and 
bookings for the Okhi-90 highlighted the trust 
and admiration our customers have for Okinawa 
Autotech.
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August was marked by a unique initiative where we welcomed esteemed journalists to our manufacturing 
facility. This event allowed them to experience firsthand the advanced processes behind our acclaimed Praise 
series and generated a positive response from them through their coverage. 

September saw a groundbreaking partnership with Pine Labs, revolutionizing electric mobility and fintech in 
India. This collaboration aimed at simplifying the process of owning an electric vehicle and marked a significant 
step towards making sustainable transportation more accessible.

October was an exhilarating month as we became 
the presenting sponsor of Sports Tak’s World Cup 
coverage. This strategic move aligned us with 
one of the biggest sporting events, allowing us to 
connect with a global audience and reinforce our 
brand’s presence.

Finally, November was a shining moment at the 
India International Trade Fair 2023. Our showcase 
at the Rajasthan pavilion, featuring the Okhi-90 
and Praise Pro, was a testament to our brand’s 
growing prominence and commitment to the 
‘Make in India’ initiative.

As I recount these achievements, I am reminded of the 
strength and resilience of our Okinawa family. Each 
milestone is not just a mark of success but a stepping 
stone towards a brighter, more sustainable future. Thank 
you for being a part of this incredible journey.
 
Warm regards,
 
Jeetender Sharma
Managing Director, Okinawa Autotech
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Marketing Initiative
This year has been a remarkable 
journey for Okinawa Autotech, 
marked by innovative marketing 
strategies, significant milestones, 
and a steadfast commitment to 
sustainable mobility and customer 
satisfaction. As we close 2023, we 
look forward to continuing this 
momentum and achieving greater 
heights in the coming year:

January 2023
Six-Year Celebration: We celebrated 
six years in the electric mobility 
world on January 23, 2023. Despite 
challenges, we thrived with the 
support of our employees, customers, 
suppliers, dealers, and stakeholders. 
We continued our Happy Customer 
Club initiative, sharing images of new 
vehicle deliveries on social media, 
involving customers and dealers 
in sharing their happy moments. 
Okinawa also organized a Service 
and Sales Carnival in Jaipur which 
was well received by the existing and 
potential customers.

January: Amrit Mahotsav
The Republic Day celebrations, 
named ‘Amrit Mahotsav,’ were held 
across 30 dealers nationwide. Rallies 
and other activities were organized 

to foster national unity and advance our vision of a sustainable India. This initiative showcased Okinawa’s 
commitment to integrating corporate responsibility with national pride.

Electrifying 
Success: 
Okinawa 
Autotech’s
Year of 
Record-Breaking 
Achievements 
and Innovative 
Marketing 
Triumphs
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Marketing Initiative

February 2023 
Record Sales and Influencer Coverage: We 
registered our highest sales from April 2022 
to February 2023, showing a 58% growth. An 
automobile influencer covered our flagship 
Galaxy store in Noida in a detailed walk-
around video, which garnered over 500,000 
impressions. 

Okinawa Vivacity Fest  
At LNMIIT University, Jaipur, Okinawa 
Autotech sponsored the ‘Okinawa Vivacity’ 
youth festival. This initiative involved 
engaging with college students, offering test 
rides, and highlighting the capabilities of 
Okinawa E-Scooters. More than 300 students 
participated, resulting in increased brand 
following on social media. 

March 2023
250,000 Scooters Sold: We became the first 
EV manufacturer to sell 250,000 scooters. 
This achievement was celebrated at our plant 
with the roll-out of the 250,000th Praise Pro 
model, complemented by motivating speeches 
from our MD, Mr. Jeetendra Sharma, and 
Chairperson, Dr. Rupali Sharma.

Okinawa Autotech & Kosher Climate 
Collaboration 
In line with our vision for a cleaner future, 
we collaborated with Kosher Climate to 
educate the public on the benefits of EVs in 
reducing carbon emissions. This partnership 
highlighted our achievement of producing 
over 250,000 EV two-wheelers, saving 
significant petrol costs and reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions. Activities were conducted 
in various cities, involving our sales and 
service teams to reinforce the message at 
different dealer points.
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Marketing Initiative
April 2023
Colourful Sales and Radio Campaign: We 
celebrated selling 250,000 units in India 
by introducing eight new colors for our 
PraisePro and iPraise+ models, based on 
customer feedback and market trends. Our 
radio campaign during IPL coverage on Radio 
Mirchi and the completion of the first stage of 
our Google Business Listings and hyperlocal 
activation were key marketing successes.

May 2023
Influencer Marketing Success: We 
collaborated with Instagram influencer 
Hunny Sharma to promote our new range of 
colours. His engaging content on the iPraise 
Plus resulted in significant engagement and 
boosted our social media presence. We also 
upgraded our product range, starting with the 
Praise platform, and participated in branding 
and awareness campaigns during the IPL 
coverage on News Nation TV.

June 2023
Digital Out-of-Home Campaign: Our digital 
out-of-home campaign at JMD Megapolis 
showcased our TV commercials, attracting 
considerable attention. We also continued our 
influencer marketing success with Harpreet 
Singh Bal, who produced engaging content 
on our new color range, achieving significant 
social media engagement.

July 2023
Website Redesign and Increased Visibility: We 
launched our redesigned website, enhancing 
user experience and functionality. Our 
visibility expanded across several mobile 
apps, news, and sports websites in six regional 
languages and English.



August 2023
Influencer Collaboration and Journalist 
Engagement: Influencers ‘gurman 
stunts’ and ‘jannatji1994’ created a 
captivating video featuring our Praise 
range, garnering substantial likes 
and engagement. We also welcomed 
journalists to our manufacturing 
facility, earning high praise for our 
commitment to rider comfort and 
performance.

September 2023
Partnership with Pine Labs: We 
announced our partnership with 
Pine Labs during Ganesh Chaturthi, 
simplifying EV ownership in 
Maharashtra. This initiative included 
instant loans, flexible tenures, and 
special cashback offers, significantly 
enhancing the customer shopping 
experience.

October 2023
Sports Tak’s World Cup Sponsorship: We became the presenting sponsor of Sports Tak’s World Cup coverage, 
gaining tremendous exposure and aligning our brand with the excitement of the ICC Men’s Cricket World Cup. 
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November 2023
IITF Showcase and Continued 
Sponsorship: We made a significant 
impression at the India International 
Trade Fair 2023, showcasing the Okhi-90 
and Praise Pro at the Rajasthan pavilion. 
We also continued as the title sponsor of 
News Nation’s World Cup coverage and 
presenting sponsor of Sports Tak’s World 
Cup coverage, extending our brand 
reach to a global audience. Our digital 
empowerment initiative for dealers 
progressed with interactive sessions 
on Google Business and Hyperlocal 
Marketing, enhancing our dealers’ online 
presence.

These marketing initiatives reflect our 
dedication not only to promoting the 
Okinawa brand but also to contributing 
to environmental sustainability and 
social responsibility. We look forward to 
continuing these efforts and embracing 
new opportunities to innovate and 
engage in the coming year.
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Ride with Pride’ Test Ride 
Initiative - Yearly Roundup

This certi�cate is proudly presented to

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For executing highest test rides for the month of Oct, 2023.

Mr. Jeetender Sharma
Founder & MD, Okinawa Autotech

Jaipur Okinawa

This certi�cate is proudly presented to

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For executing highest test rides for the month of Nov, 2023.

Mr. Jeetender Sharma
Founder & MD, Okinawa Autotech

Sharma Rickshaw Industries, Chhattisgarh

Ride with Pride

This certi�cate is proudly presented to

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For executing highest test rides for the month of July, 2023.

Mr. Jeetender Sharma
Founder & MD, Okinawa Autotech

Maa Durga Eco Wheels Pvt. Ltd., Rajasthan

This certi�cate is proudly presented to

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For executing highest test rides for the month of Sep, 2023.

Mr. Jeetender Sharma
Founder & MD, Okinawa Autotech

Shree Radhe Distributors, Odisha



In case you missed out on any of our social media posts from last month, here’s a quick recap to keep you updated on 
all the latest news, events, and initiatives from Okinawa Autotech. Our social media channels have been buzzing with 
activity. So, take a few minutes to catch up on all the action and stay tuned for more updates!

Social Media
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Recap of Last Month’s Social Posts
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Creative Support
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At Okinawa, we have been providing consistent creative support to our dealer partners for every occasion that aligns 
with our brand’s DNA. These designs help create synergy throughout all promotional materials, product pictures, 
advertisement layouts, and more. We believe in providing comprehensive support to our partners to help them achieve 
success in their endeavors. 

Okinawa’s Creative Support for Dealer Partners
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Okinawa in News

Best of Media Coverage 2023
Feb 2023

The Following activities by Okinawa Autotech helped the brands to generate positive news in 
the month of February :

-MD Sir’s reaction for Union Budget 2023-2024
-Partnership with Assurant and extended warranty offers
-Discount during Valentine’s Day
-Industry Story Participation
-Influencer activity to showcase Okinawa Galaxy Store 
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Okinawa in News

Mar 2023

Apr 2023
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Okinawa in News

Jun 2023 Jul 2023

Aug 2023
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Okinawa in News
Sep 2023

Oct 2023

Oct 2023
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Okinawa in News
Oct 2023

Nov 2023



Dealer Initiative

OUT OF
THE BOx 
THINKING

THE BEST OF 2023
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As we approach the end of 2023, it’s time to celebrate the innovative spirit and out-of-the-box thinking 
demonstrated by our dealer partners at Okinawa Autotech. This year, our dealers have gone above and beyond 
to engage with their communities, promote sustainable transportation, and contribute positively to society. 
Let’s take a moment to reflect on these exceptional initiatives and applaud the efforts of our dealers who have 
been instrumental in building value for both the brand and their customers.

January: Gupta Motors, Manipur
Gupta Motors sponsored the Elight Runway Night Fashion Show, featuring Okinawa products on the ramp. 
TV actress Vaishnavi Macdonald graced the event, and the dealer facilitated test rides, enhancing brand 
visibility.

February: Chetna Automobiles, Sangli
For Valentine’s Day, Chetna Automobiles created a special setup with the Praise Pro, encouraging customers 
to capture moments with their loved ones. The best picture won gift hampers, boosting on-the-spot 
bookings.
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March: Sunrise Motors, Guntur (AP)
Sunrise Motors organized an informative event at Vignan University, showcasing various Okinawa models 
and offering test rides and technical information. This initiative increased vehicle knowledge and generated 
numerous enquiries.

April: Gupta Motors, Mainpuri
Gupta Motors sponsored Elight Runway Night Season-2, integrating Okinawa products into a fashion show 
attended by celebrities. They also organized test rides and addressed customer queries.

May: AutoScan, Jeypore, Odisha
AutoScan led a Safety Rally titled ‘Ride Okinawa for Greener Tomorrow’ to promote environmental 
awareness and highlight the role of electric scooters in sustainable living.
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June: Shubham Enterprises, Haldwani
Shubham Enterprises launched a ‘Shop and Win’ offer at Walkway Mall, offering lucky draw coupons and 
discount vouchers for test riders, with prizes including an Okinawa R30 and a refrigerator.

July: Yogi E-Bikes, Surendanagar
Yogi E-Bikes showcased the Praise Pro range at the Hem-Ren Business Expo, promoting sustainable 
transportation and electric scooter benefits.

August: Jaipur Okinawa & Amutham E-Bikes, Jaipur & Arani
These dealers organized a rally on Independence Day, raising awareness about electric scooters and their 
benefits in sustainable commuting.



Dealer Initiative
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September: Various Dealers, Madhya Pradesh
Multiple dealers participated in the MP Toppers Scheme Distribution, supporting high-achieving students 
and demonstrating social responsibility.

October: Shree Krishna Electric Bike, Raibareli
Participated in the Navratri Dandiya Utsav, showcasing Okinawa Scooters and engaging with potential 
customers.

November: Seth Automobiles, Unnao
Played a key role in the Kisan Samman Mahotsav-2023, highlighting their commitment to community 
engagement and innovation.

These initiatives reflect the dedication and creativity of our dealers, who have not only enhanced the 
Okinawa brand but also contributed significantly to their local communities. Here’s to a year of outstanding 
achievements and a future filled with even more innovative endeavours!
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Service Initiative 
Best of 2023

Service Initiatives - Yearly Roundup

As 2023 draws to a close, we at Okinawa Autotech take pride in reflecting on the outstanding service initiatives 
undertaken by our team and dealers throughout the year. These efforts underscore our commitment to 
excellence and innovation in serving our customers. This roundup in our December newsletter is a tribute to 
the dedication and hard work of our service teams and dealers who constantly strive to add value to our brand 
and provide exceptional service to our customers.

February: Allied Auto, Korba
Allied Auto organized the ‘Mileage ka Maharaja’ event, focusing on maximizing efficiency and service quality, 
ensuring our customers enjoy the best performance from their Okinawa scooters.

February: Mechanics Meet
Allied Auto organized the organized ‘The Mechanics Meet’ event, focusing on maximizing efficiency and 
service quality, ensuring our customers enjoy the best performance from their Okinawa scooters.

March: Anutek Engineering, Bhavya Motors, King Star Motors
These dealers collectively hosted the ‘Mileage ka Maharaja’ initiative, underscoring our commitment to 
delivering exceptional mileage and customer satisfaction across different regions.



June: Chetna Automobiles, Sangli
Chetna Automobiles conducted a Pre-Monsoon Camp, ensuring our scooters were monsoon-ready and 
providing customers with peace of mind during the rainy season.

June: Anand Electric Vehicle, Kolhapur
Organized a Service Camp offering comprehensive check-ups and maintenance services, reinforcing our 
dedication to customer care and vehicle reliability.

July to November: Empowering Excellence - Training and Development
Okinawa Autotech conducted a series of in-depth training and development sessions focusing on Warranty 
Claim Processes, DMS Usage, Technical Product Training, and Vehicle Troubleshooting. These workshops 
equipped our service teams with advanced skills and knowledge, enabling them to offer superior service and 
support to our customers.

Throughout 2023, these service initiatives have not only enhanced the customer experience but also solidified 
Okinawa Autotech’s reputation for quality and reliability in the electric two-wheeler market. We look forward 
to continuing this journey of service excellence in the coming year and beyond.
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HR Initiatives
Yearly Roundup
As we wrap up 2023, it’s a great opportunity to look back at the wonderful HR initiatives undertaken at Okinawa 
Autotech. Our HR team has consistently endeavored to innovate and add value to the lives of our employees at the plant 
and headquarters. This roundup in our December newsletter highlights these initiatives, showcasing our commitment to 
creating a supportive and enriching work environment for our Okinawa family.
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January: 

Family Day Celebration 
Marking the sixth anniversary of Okinawa’s first scooter launch, we hosted a gala event at Aapno Ghar in 
Gurugram, inviting all employees’ families for a day filled with fun, games, and celebrations.

Republic Day Celebration
We celebrated India’s Republic Day with patriotism at our corporate office and plant, featuring tricolor 
decorations and ethnic outfits, and took an oath to contribute to India’s growth.

5S Month Activity at Plant
January was celebrated as “5S Month,” focusing on optimizing workplace conditions and embracing the 
principles of 5S in manufacturing for a more efficient work environment.



HR Initiatives
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February: 

Kaizen Month Celebration at Plant
We observed “Kaizen Month,” embracing the Japanese philosophy of continuous improvement and lean 
principles to enhance our work processes and culture.

March: 

Safety Month
Safety Month was dedicated to emphasizing workplace safety measures, aiming to prevent accidents and ensure 
a secure work environment.

Holi Celebration
Holi was celebrated with vibrant colors and joy at our Head Office and Plant, bringing together our workforce 
in a festive atmosphere.
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April: 

Productivity Month Celebration
April marked Productivity Month, focusing on improving overall productivity and fostering a culture of 
positive changes in the workplace.

May:

Embracing Inner Harmony - Spiritual Month
We dedicated this month to spiritual growth and inner harmony, offering various activities and sessions for 
employee well-being.

Sundarkand Paath
The Sundarkand Paath was organized, focusing on removing obstacles and embracing prosperity, aligning 
with our cultural values.
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June: 

International Yoga Day
Celebrating International Yoga Day, we emphasized the importance of health and wellness, encouraging our 
employees to adopt healthier lifestyles.

Automated Leave Management System
We introduced an automated leave management system to empower our workforce with easier and more 
efficient leave planning.

August:

Independence Day Celebration
Independence Day was celebrated with fervor and unity, reinforcing our commitment to national pride and 
collective spirit.
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September: 

Vishwakarma Day Celebrations
Honoring craftsmanship and skill, we celebrated Vishwakarma Day, acknowledging the hard work and 
dedication of our employees.

Government ID Card Camp
We organized a camp for facilitating the issuance of government ID cards for employees, simplifying their 
access to essential services.

October: 

Blood Donation Camp
A successful blood donation camp was held at our headquarters, showcasing our commitment to social 
responsibility and community service.
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Employee Nutrition Training
Focusing on health and wellness, we conducted nutrition training sessions for employees, emphasizing the 
importance of a balanced diet.

November: 

Diwali Festivities
Diwali was celebrated with enthusiasm, illuminating our premises with lights and joy, and bringing our 
Okinawa family together in unity.

These initiatives reflect our dedication to fostering a nurturing and vibrant work culture at Okinawa Autotech, 
enhancing the professional and personal lives of our employees. We look forward to another year of meaningful 
and impactful HR endeavours.
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Joyous Celebration of Employees’ Birthdays!
Bringing delight to our employees’ special moments, Okinawa Autotech organized a vibrant celebration for all 
those who celebrated their birthdays last month. Both the headquarters and the plant joined in the festivities,
featuring a delectable cake-cutting ceremony and mouthwatering snacks. The event was filled with exciting 
activities, including spirited singing and dancing. As an HR initiative, we are committed to continuing this 
delightful tradition on the last working day of each month, fostering a joyful and inclusive work environment.



Please submit your entries to be a part of this
newsletter by sending them to 

okimarketing@okinawascooters.com 
before the 20th of each month.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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